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INTRODUCTION 
In his very interesting paper [8], Sussmann introduces, among other 
important concepts, a property he calls (P) and which is equivalent to the 
openness of accessibility sets of a system on a manifold. He states that 
property (P) is not stable under small perturbation of the system. To sustain 
his claim he constructs an example. As the second author has noticed, the 
example is wrong. It turns out that property (P) is stable: as a consequence 
of the main result of this paper, it follows that the openness of the 
accessibility sets implies the complete controllability of the system at least in 
the case of a compact state space. This last property is stable by the main 
result of Sussmann’s paper just quoted. 
Our main theorem is the generalization of the well-known and trivial fact 
that if the orbits of a connected topological group acting on a connected 
topological space are open, then the action is transitive. We extend this result 
to the action on a manifold of pseudo-semigroups satisfying a connectedness 
property. The extension is not as trivial as the group case since in the semi 
group case the orbits of the action are not disjoint any more. 
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0. SOME USEFUL CONCEPTS. RELATION BETWEEN PSEUDO-SEMIGROUPS 
AND SYSTEMS 
We are going to introduce briefly some quite well-known concepts which, 
in our opinion, can prove themselves handy in the study of both continuous 
time or discrete time systems. 
In the entire paper M will denote a C” or C” (real analytic) manifold. 
The following concepts are now classical, see [4,6, 111. For another 
formalism, using the concept of groupoid, essentially equivalent, to the 
present one, see [2]. 
DEFINITION 0. A local Ck-diffeomorphism cp of M is a Ck 
diffeomorphism from an open subset Dam(p) of M onto an open subset 
Im(q) of M. Dam(p) is the domain of ~1; Im(yl) is the image of rp. 
The following concepts about local diffeomorphisms are well known (see 
161): 
Restriction of p: if U c Dom((p) is open the restriction of rp to U is a 
local diffeomorphism denoted by p] U. 
Composition: if cp, v/ are two local Ck-diffeomorphisms uch that 
Dam(q) = Im(w), then the composition rp o v/ is a local Ck-diffeomorphism. 
Inverse: if v, is a Ck-local diffeomorphism, the mapping (0-l: Im(p) --t 
Dam(p), (D-‘@(X)) = x is a local Ck diffeomorphism. 
Units: if U is an open subset of M, we denote by i,: U-t M the 
canonical injection. It is a local diffeomorphism with Dom(i,) = Im(i,) = U. 
We will denote by PGk(M) the set of all local Ck-diffeomorphisms of M. 
DEFINITION 1. (a) A subset S of PGk(M) is called a Ck-pseudo- 
semigroup (abreviated PSG) if 
(i) it contains all the units i, ; 
(ii) it is closed under restriction, composition, and pasting: if 
(D E PGk(M), if Dam(p) is the union U (U,lj E J} of a family of open sets Uj 
andif(p)UjESforalljEJ,then(DES. 
(b) A subset S E PGk(M) is a Ck-pseudo-group (abreviated PG) if it 
is a Ck-PSG and if it is closed under the inverse. 
It is clear that PGk(M) is a Ck-PG. 
DEFINITION 2. (a) Given a PSG, S, the orbit of an x EM under S, 
denoted by A(x, S), is the subset {cp(x)(cp E S, x E Dam(p)} of M. 
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(b) A subset E of M is called S-stable or S-invariant if for all u, E S, 
v(E) n Dam(p) c E. 
(c) A PSG, S, is called transitive on a subset E of M if 
(i) E is S-stable; 
(ii) for any x E E, A@, S) = E. 
From now on, unless explicitely mentioned we will consider only C” or 
C” PSG’s. 
DEFINITION 3. (a) Given a PSG, S, and a @-manifold N, a Ck-mapping 
9: N+ S, t E N+ q)I E S is a mapping such that: 
(i) U= Dom(q,) is fixed; 
(ii) the mapping N x U --) M, (t, X) + q,(x) is Ck. 
(b) A piecewise Ck-path in a PSG, S is a mapping o: I+ S, Z closed 
interval ciR, Z= [a, b] such that: 
(i) Dom(ql) is fixed, 
(ii) 3a subdivision a,=a~a,.~~<a,~a,,+,=b of Z such that 
for anyj, O<j<n, the mapping q: [a,,u,+,]+S is Ck. 
We will denote by Dam(q) the common domain Dom(o,). 
The following concept is crucial for our results. It seems very useful in 
many other situations, in particular in the study of discrete time systems. 
This concept appears to be underlying the proofs of several theorems in the 
theory of systems such as Chow theorem and the minimal realisation 
theorem of H. Sussmann see 19, lo]. In fact the ideas of [IO] are closely 
related to the connectedness property. See below, after the comment. 
DEFINITION 4. A PSG, S is called CL connected if for any v E S and 
any x E Dam(v) there is a piecewise @-path p: [0, E] + S such that: 
(i) x E Dam(o) c Dam(y); 
(ii) I( Dam(q) = qE. q0 = injection of Dam(p). 
Comment. - If a subgroup S of a Lie group satisfies the above connec- 
tedness property, it is well known that S is an integral subgroup. In 
particular it is generated by its Lie algebra. In the present case, one can 
associate two Lie algebra-sheaves to a C” or C” connected PG, S, (see [6]). 
One, Liei is the sheaf of all local vector fields X such that the local one 
parameter subgroups generated by X belong to S. The other Lie,(S) is the 
sheaf of all local vector fields X such that there exists a C”O or C” path 
o: [0, E] + S with the property: i$J&(, =X, q~, = inj. of Dam(p). It is clear 
that Lie,(S) 3 Liei( If S is a subgroup of a Lie group, then 
Lie,(S) = Lie,(S) = Lie(S). In the general case this seems doubtful. 
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We are now going to explain briefly the connection between the concepts 
introduced above and the theory of systems. Let us first consider continuous 
time systems. Such a system is roughly a subset C of TM. But this is much 
too general a definition to be of any use: we want the sets Cn T,M to vary 
continuously with the point x E M in some sense. The right concept is to 
require that C be the value set of some subsheaf ST of the sheaf of all Cm or 
C” vector fields on M: that is, for any 0 E C, there is an open neighborhood 
U of the base point x of v and a C” or C” vector field r on U such that 
r(x) = u and for any y E U, r(y) E C. This definition covers, in our opinion, 
all the possible concepts of systems. A trajectory of such a system is a 
continuous mapping t E [a, b] -+ x(t) E M which is piecewise the trajectory 
of fields of F. 
Let S be the pseudo-semigroup generated by the local one-parameter 
groups generated by the sections of jT. It is the clear that the accessibility 
set A(x, C) of a point x E M, that is, the set of all points y E M such that 
there exists a trajectory of the system starting at x and ending at y, is just the 
orbit A(x, S) of x under S. Let us notice that such an S is certainly C” or 
C” connected and also S-l. 
Now a discrete time system on a manifold M will just be a pseudo- 
semigroup S. A trajectory of such a system will be a finite or infinite 
sequence {x,1 n > 0) of points such that for each n E N there is a rp, E S 
with the property: cp,,(x,- ,) = x,, Again it is clear that the accessibility set of 
a point x E M is its orbit under S. 
These concepts are in agreement with the concepts of discrete time 
systems introduced earlier (see [ 1, 5, 71). Also many systems in practice 
satisfie the connectedness condition of Definition 4: 
1. MAIN THEOREM 
Our main result which we are going to state now applies equally well to 
continuous time or discrete time systems. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let S be a pseudo-semigroup on a C” or C” connected 
compact manifold M, such that S and S-’ = {qj’p-’ E S} are Cl-connected. 
Iffor each x E M, the orbit A(x, S) of x under S is a neighborhood of x, then 
S is transitive on M. 
Remark. It is clear that S-’ is a pseudo-semigroup. But the Cl- 
connectedness of S does not imply that of S-l, as easy examples how. 
This theorem follows easily from. the following proposition which is 
interesting in itself. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let S be a Ck-connected pseudo-semigroup on a C” or 
C” manifold M (1 < k < +co or k = 0). Let E be a subset of M on which S 
acts transitively. Then 
(i) E is a Ck-submanifold of M; 
(ii) If S- ’ is Co-connected and E is closed, then E is invariant under 
the pseudo-group generated by S. 
In particular, continuous time systems on a manifold M satisfy trivially 
the conditions of the main theorem. Hence we have: 
COROLLARY TO THE MAIN THEOREM. Given any continuous time system 
on a compact connected C” or C” manifold, I$ for each x E M the 
accessibility set of x is a neighborhood of x, then the system is transitive on 
M. 
2. REDUCTION OF THE MAIN THEOREM TO PROPOSITION 1 
Let 8’ denote the class of all compact non-empty subsets of M which are 
S-’ stable. B is partially ordered by the inclusion relation. 
LEMMA 1. (i) 8 is not empty; 
(ii) B is inductively ordered; 
(iii) S’ is transitive on every minimal element of 8. 
Proof of the lemma. (i) ME 8; 
(ii) Let T be a totally ordered subset of 8. Then B 3 C’ (E 1 E E T}; 
(iii) Let E be minimal in 8. For any x E E, A(x, S) f? E is open in E 
and non-empty. Assume that for an x E E, A(x, S) f7 E # E. Then 
E(x) = E -A(x, S) n E is compact and non-empty. It is S-‘-stable: let 
y E E(x) and (p E S be such that y E Dom(q’) = Im(v) and q-‘(y) & E(x). 
Then q’(y)EA(x,S)nE. But then y=(o(yl-‘(y))EA(x,S)nE. A con- 
tradiction. 
The proof of the main theorem is as follows: since 8’ is non-empty and 
inductively ordered, it has at least one minimal element E. By Lemma l(iii), 
S-i is transitive on E. By Proposition 1, E is invariant under the pseudo- 
group generated by S-!(S-‘)-I = S. Hence E is S-stable. Then for any 
x E E, A(x, S) c E, E is open. Being compact E = M. 
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3. SOME AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Let E be as in Proposition 1. To each x E E we associate a cone 
C(X) c T,M as follows: ZI E C(x) if there exist an 2 E E and a (?-path 
cp: [0, E] -+ S such that 
(a) X E Dom(rp) and rp,(Z) = x; 
(PI 0 = ~cpt/4t=o(~). 
Call T(x) the vector subspace of T,M generated by C(x). 
LEMMA 2. (i) For any x E E and any q e S such that x E Dam(p), 
44~) = Q(x)> and 44~) T(x) = T(co(x)). 
(ii) For any x E E, C(x) is the set of all v E T,M such that there 
exists a Ck-path q: [0, E] -+ S, x E Dam(q), x = cp,,(x) and v = 8V)t/&\,zo(x). 
COROLLARY. dim T(x) is constant on E. 
Proof. (i) is obvious. As for (ii) if u E C(x) there is a Ck path v/: 
[0, E] --+ S and an X E E having properties (a) and (/I) above. But there is a 
x E S such that x E Dom x and X=x(x). Restricting x to x-‘(Dom(rp)) and 
(ol to Dom(rp) n Imk), the composition (pI = wt 0 x has the required 
properties. 
The corollary is a consequence of (i) and the transitivity of S on E. 
Let us call d the dimension of T(x). 
LEMMA 3. E curries a unique Ck-immersed manifold structure i? of 
dimension d. At each point e E E, C(e) = T(e) and T(e) is the tangent space 
of l? at e. The Ck-pseudo-semigroup of E” generated by the restriction of S to 
E is Ck-connected. Finally E” is a connected manifold. 
Comment. If V is a subset of M, a Ck-immersed manifold structure v on 
V is a Ck-manifold structure such that the canonical injection iv : V-1 M 
becomes an immersion.’ Such a structure is always unique. 
Proof. To prove the existence of the structure it is sufficient to prove the 
following claims: (i) For any x E E there exist a neighborhood V(x) of 0 in 
IRd, a submanifold W(X) of codimension d in M, transversal to T(x) at x and 
a Ck-mapping qx: V(x) + S such that: (CX) y;(x) =x; (/3) the mapping 
W: V(x) x W(x)-+ M, (t, y) + p:(y) is a Ck diffeomorphism. The Ck- 
pseudo-semigroup of l? generated by the restriction of S to E is Ck-connected. 
(ii) If I,V: N + S is a Ck-mapping and if y E Dam(w) n E, then for any 
u0 E N the mapping u -+ rcX o w,(y) is locally constant at u,,, where 
'An immersion is a mapping whose differential is injective at each point. 
505/47/3-l I 
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x = ry,$r) and rrX: V(x) -+ W(x) is the composition of (Q”))’ and the 
projection V(x) X W(x) -+ W(x). 
Since S is transitive on E, it is sufficient to prove (i) for one point in E. 
Take any e E E. Using induction we can construct a sequence of vectors 
u, ,..., vd in C(e) and a sequence of P-paths p’ ,..., (pd, d: [0, Ej] S such that 
(1) d(e) = e, @{/atlo = Vj; 
(2) Ifw,=v,andw,=d~~(e)od~~(e)o~~~od~-’(e)vjfor2,<j~d, 
then w1 ,..., wd are linearly independent. In fact assume we have constructed 
v, ,..., v, and VI,..., p” in such a way that wi ,..., W, are linearly independent. 
Since the dimension of d&e) o . . . o dq$(e)[ Z’(e)] is d, then d&e) o . -- o 
d&(e)[C(e)] ti C/“=, lRwj. Hence there is a v,+, E C(e) such that 
DDE) 0 .*a odp,“(e)v,,+,&~~=, ‘RWj. Choose a @-path (gut’: [O,&,,+,]S 
such that IJ$’ ‘(e) = e and a&! + ‘/at],(e) = v,+ i. The induction is complete. 
LetZ=nid=,[O,&j]ClRd.Defineyl:Z-rSasfollows:~,=~,:,o...o~~~. 
Then q,-,(e) = e and p is Ck. It is clear from the above construction that the 
differential at 0 of the mapping: u E Z--P (p,(e) E M is injective. Then on an 
open neighborhood J of 0 in Z, the mapping u E J-+ q,(e) E M will be an 
immersion. Choose a U E Jn (interior of Z). Let 2 = (p,-(e) and let w E S be 
such that 2 E Dam(w) and v(f) = e. Then the composition v)~+~ 0 w is 
defined on an neighborhood of R for u in a neighborhood of 0. It is the 
mapping @ we are looking for. 
As for claim (ii): let r: N--P M be the mapping r(u) = u/,(y). dr(u) - 
T,, N c C(r(u)) c T(t(u)). S ince Ker dz”(z(u)) = T(z(u)), rrX o t is locally 
constant. 
The other statements of Lemma 3 are easy consequences of claims (i) and 
(ii). 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
Lemma 3 gives us a Ck-immersed manifold structure Z? on E. Let us show 
that Z? is in fact a submanifold of M, i.e., that the manifold topology of Z? is 
the same as the topology induced on E by that of M. For this it is sufficient 
to show that for any x E E there is a submanifold B, of codimension d, 
transversal to E’ at x and such that x is isolated in the set B, n E. Since S is 
transitive on E, it is sufficient to show this for one point of E. 
E”, being connected, is countable at infinity in its manifold topology. In 
fact since Z? is immersed in M, any Riemannian metric on M will induce a 
Ck-Riemannian metric on Z? and we can apply the theorem on p. 271 of [3]. 
Let B be any submanifold of codimension d in M, such that B n E is non- 
empty and B is transversal to E. Since Z? is a countable union of compacts in 
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its intrinsic topology, B n E is countable. Hence it has at least one isolated 
point. 
It remains to show that E is S-‘-stable if it is closed and S-r is Co- 
connected. 
LEMMA 4. Let (o E S and let C be a connected component of Im(9) 17 E. 
Then either p-‘(C) c E or tp--‘(C)n E = 0. 
Proof. 9-‘(C) is a submanifold of M. q-‘(C)nE is closed in 9-‘(C). 
Assume 9-‘(C)n E # 0 and 9-l(C)n E # 9-‘(C). Let z be a boundary 
point of En 9-‘(C) in the manifold 9-‘(C). Since z E 9-‘(C) c Dam(9), 
there is an open connected neighborhood W of z in E which is contained in 
Dom(9). 9( IV) is contained in Im(9) n E and is open connected in E and 
9( IV) n C # 0. C being a connected component of Im(9) n E, C I p(W). 
Then W c E n 9-‘(C), z cannot be a boundary point. 
We have to show that if 9 E S, x E E and x E Im(9), then 9-‘(x) E E. 
Since S-’ is CO-connected, there is a CO-path w: [O, E] + S-’ such that 
9e = 9-‘]Dom(9), w. = injection of Dam(9) in M and x E Dam(9). 
Moreover yt = 9; ’ , (Do E S, for all t E [0, E]. Let C be the connected 
component of En Dam(9) containing x. If we show that 9,(C) c E for all 
tE [O,s],then9-‘(x)=v,(x)EE. 
Assume that 9,(C) d E for some t E [0, E]. Let t = inf(t] v,(C) a? E). 
Since E is closed, 9,(C) c E and hence r < E. By continuity and the 
invariance of domain, there is a r > 0 such that, if t < t < 7 + (, 
9,(x) E Dom(9,) = Im(w,). Since 9,(9,(x)) E E for t E [7,7 + tl] and C is a 
neighborhood of 9,(w,(x)) = x, there is an q, 0 < q < c such that if 
t E [7,7 + q], (p,(tq,(x)) E C. By the definition of 7, there is an s E [t, 7 + q] 
such that 9,(C) & E. By Lemma 4, v,(C) n E = 0. Let y = 9&v,(x)). y E C 
and hence y = 9,(9Jx)). This shows that v,(x) = v,(x). But 9,(x) E E, 
9,(x) E 9,(C) and v,(C) n E # 0. A contradiction. 
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